
'Aksharathal ':Malayalam Club Inauguration

The Inaugural session of ‘Aksharathal’, Malayalam club was held at Mar Sleeva College of Arts and

Science Murickassery, on 1 November 2021 by Prof. Kuriakose Kumbalakuzhi  . He delivered a talk on the

evolution and importance of Malayalam.. He talked about the importance of mother-tongue and the

history of International Mother-Tongue Day. He gave a detailed description about dialect and formal

language with simple examples. The session was very interactive and he made it live and entertaining .

There were 57 participants.The meeting was blessed with the presence of Dr.Joshy Varghese

(Principal).The club co- ordinator Biamol Augustine welcomed the gathering.All the club members

including Abhijith Jiji worked hard to make this event a great success.

Participants

1.  anangha saju

2.  nayomi Sebastian

3.  steevo Joseph

4.  sidhardh reji

5. chreestena mariym Abraham

6.  limiya Sebastian

7.  anangha v nair

8.  sibil Sebastian

9. .  risna k a

10.  anusha Sebastian

11.  sachin shaji

12.  lorance sunny

13.  athulya biju

14.  gopika subash

15.  dalbin roy

16.  anusha manoj

17.  anumol manual



18.  vishnupriya saji

19.  ashmi jose

20.  aneeta jose

21.  sruthi saji

22.  greeshyas saji

23. anjalimol gopi

24.  Lakshmi reji

25.  aromal aji

26.  suraj surendran

27.  nandhana santhosh

28.  else mariya tom

29.  gopika p vijayn

30.  vishnu mohanan

31.  arya unni

32.  jeevan c justus

33.  ashbin Joseph

34.  eljo joy

35.  Mohammed anwar

36.  anmariya k eldhose

37.  alen Joseph

38.  deepak binoy

39.  mari siby

40.  malavika babu

41. jerin tojo

42.  anandhu anil



43.  abhijith jiji

44.  abhirami biju

45.  akhil raj

46.  carol wilson

47.  tony vargeese

48.  sangeetha santhosh

49.  anitha cheriyan

50.  aparna p r

51.  linta Antony

52.  abdhul salam

53.  anjitha tom

54.  swathy vijayakumar

55.  delphi manuael

56.  akhila saji

57.  shibimol

58. tony vargeese

59.  angel mariya joseph

60.  surya sabu


